
Freight Rail Use Advisory Committee   May 29, 2018 
 
After several meetings of the Committee I have become vey concerned that we are 
missing the mark of our mission. We have heard from many sources that the key 
objective of SB 5517 is to create jobs for Clark County. The legislation has provided 
Clark County with the opportunity to revise the Growth Management Plan and 
development regulations to provide property, available for industrial development, which 
will provide family wage job growth. 
 
I am requesting the committee to reconsider some of the decisions made during the 
development discussions based on the following points. 
 

1. Many of the small parcels encompassed in the overlay wish to be excluded.  
2. The large parcels already zoned rural industrial, contemplated by the original 

bill, have been excluded from the overlay.  
3. Large parcels are needed to entice developers to make investments in the area. 
4. The legislation allows Clark County to utilize the resource properties along 

the railroad based on the development regulations deemed appropriate for the 
county. 

5. The width of the boundary currently set by this committee already requires an 
additional environmental study to be conducted in order to make the 
adjustment to the growth management plan. 

6. A larger area included in the parcel or group of parcels allows for better and 
more effective screening and buffering from residential and other sensitive 
properties. The discussions about setbacks, screening and buffering have 
already substantially reduced the usable property size.  

7. There is already industrial property in Brush Prairie that could be included. 
8. The time and effort put into this project is producing a very small usable 

footprint. 
 
I suggest that this committee consider increasing the corridor to cover the rural industrial 
land bank (one mile) and stretching from the Vancouver growth boundary to the 
Battleground growth boundary. 
 
Submitted by: 
 
Daniel C. Weaver 
 


